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Executive Summary

As a leading automobile insurance company in Carbia, Safelife has a great opportunity in the
market for autonomous vehicle insurance. In this report, we first summarize the definition and
market of autonomous vehicles. After that, we introduce our pricing model and show some
significant results from our data analysis. At last, we state some regulation and model
limitations.
Purpose and Background

2.1 What are Autonomous Vehicles?
Nowadays, autonomous vehicle (AV) technologies provide a safer mode of transportation. By
transferring human in complete control of driving to some level of self-driving capability,
autonomous vehicles have the potential advantages of reducing car accidents and increasing
accessibility. The U.S. Department of Transportation defines autonomous vehicles in six
different levels:

Source: U.S. Department of Transportation, Automated Driving Systems 2.0, A Vision for Safety

2.2 Why do we Need Autonomous Vehicle Insurance?
In recent decades, a significant number of car manufactures and technology companies, like
Tesla, Audi, General Motor, and Google, are developing, testing and selling their AVs to the
market. Many studies show a potential trend of AV adoption, which has a different set of risks
in comparison to vehicles without any automation. Safelife, being one of the top auto insurance
company in Carbia, has a great opportunity to launch an autonomous vehicle insurance policy.
From the Transition to Self-driving Vehicles and Autonomous Vehicle Penetration graph, we can
tell the estimate ratio for personal and commercial vehicles at each level. The level-0 in the
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market will significantly decline after 2020 and the higher levels will gradually grow starting
from 2023. The relationship between each level are not straight, but curves gently, while still
increasing or decreasing steadily over time.

Figure 2.1 *[9]

Figure 2.2 *[1]

We expect an increasing market share of AVs with higher levels in the following years, which
makes the business opportunities available to the insurance industry. Being the first company to
launch an autonomous vehicle insurance in the country will not only give Safelife a first-mover
advantage, but also provide a complete coverage for customers adopting the AV trend.
Risks and Coverage

Self-driving vehicles have impact on the traditional auto insurance product in variety of ways, as
a result of the utilization of AI sensors and the introduction of web control system. The three
major risk categories involved in measuring pure premium for autonomous vehicles include:
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Cybersecurity
Software algorithm
Public infrastructure.

Several situations that we will cover and include in the policy regarding the new risk categories
are:
 Loss or damage to your car caused by hacking or attempted hacking of its operating
system or other software—Cybersecurity.
 Updates and patches to your car's operating system, firewall, and mapping and navigation
systems that have not been successfully installed within 24 hours of you being notified by
the manufacturer—Software algorithm.
 Failure of the manufacturer's software or failure of any other authorized in-car software—
Software algorithm.
 Loss or damage caused by the AV when manual override to avoid this problem is
possible (software or mechanical failures).—Software algorithm.
 Satellite failure or outages that affect your car's navigation systems—Public
infrastructure.
We will leave the five-coverage policy unchanged, with more circumstances added under certain
coverage categories.
Pricing Model

4.1 Launch Dates
The launch date of the SafeLife’s new policy depends on the launch date of each levels vehicle
for carmarkers. The following are carmakers’ on-the-record timing for their automated products.
 Year 2020
- Audi will build level-4 vehicle
- Daimler will release Level 4 taxis in select cities “by the beginning of the next decade.”
- Honda vehicles will have Level 3 capability for highway use.
- Hyundai will sell vehicles with Level 3 highway capability.
- Nissan ProPilot will offer Level 4 city driving.
- Toyota’s Highway Teammate will deliver Level 3 capability.
 Year 2021
- BMW will release its fully automated flagship model, iNext.
- Ford will produce Level 4 vehicles without steering wheels or pedals for ride-hailing
services.
- Volvo will offer Level 4 cars for sale.
 Year 2025
- Honda will offer Level 4 capability for use in most driving situations.
- Nissan will introduce Level 5 driverless vehicles.
 Year 2030
- Kia will put fully automated vehicles on the road.
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At the end of December 2018, Waymo, the self-driving car company owned by Alphabet Inc.,
has officially launched the world's first driverless service -- Waymo One in Phoenix, Arizona,
Ford is planning to launch fully self-driving car in commercial operation by 2021, and
announced its partnership with Lyft. Volvo plans to launch the XC90 SUVs as level 4 autonomy
by 2021.
According to the market of personal and commercial autonomous vehicles, we decided to launch
our new policy for personal vehicles in 2020 and commercial vehicles in 2022.

4.2 Pure Premium Model
4.2.1 Introduction of the Model
For autonomous vehicle insurance policy, we don’t change the limit, deductible, and coverage
categories. By the definition of autonomous vehicles, automation level should be an additional
risk class. Our new policy is designed for vehicles with automation levels from 1 to 5; while the
traditional policy will be kept for level 0 automation. In order to make the data analyzable, we
separated commercial and personal data and transferred quarterly data into annual because
premiums for automobile insurance are always annually based.
Since we have already chosen launch dates, the first step is to use multivariate regression to
predict exposure, frequency, and severity to launch dates without adding any new classes. Based
on the Chow test result, classes of age and driver experience don’t affect response variables for
commercial vehicle insurance. Therefore, our model only kept the vehicle size class for the
traditional commercial vehicle policy. In our model, we classified risks according to the
categories:

Table 4.1

Taking large commercial vehicles as an example, Figure 4.1 shows projected frequencies for
each coverage without considering new risks.
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Figure 4.1

Our basic approach is to adjust projected frequencies with additional risks and new accident rates
for different levels of autonomous vehicles. Severity remains the same as projected values.
Exposures are distributed to new classes by the market share of levels of automation on the road.
We take steps below to calculate pure premium and total premium for each class:
 Calculate frequency for each coverage after taking new risks and market share into
consideration. Since the comprehensive coverage covers loss other than collision, there is
no need to adjust the frequency for this coverage. For other coverages,
Frequencyik=Traditional Frequency×New Risks Factor×Accident Rate Factoradj
where i indicates the class and k indicates the coverage. Factors will be described in the
next session.
 According to the KPMG report, Will Autonomous Vehicles Put the Brakes on the
Collision Parts Business, projected repair cost will be increasing for driverless cars, but
the increasing rate is lower than projected rate of our regression. Keeping severities the
same as projected severities is already a conservative approach and automation level does
not affect severities.
 We can calculate pure premium as
Pure Premiumi=Σk Frequencyik×Severityik
 In order to find the influence of launching new policy to the whole business, we find
expected exposures and total premiums as
Expected Exposuresi=Traditional Exposurei×Market Share Factor×Sales Rate
Total Premium=Expected Exposuresi×Pure Premiumi
4.2.2 Factors
Market share factor shows the percentage of different automation vehicles on the road in the
following 15 years. We assume the distribution of customers in the company has the same
distribution as in the market. Those numbers are based on the Figure 2.2 and the percentage of
personal and commercial vehicles.
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Table 4.2 Market Share Factors

New risks factor shows the expected frequencies once we expand our cyber coverage for
autonomous vehicle insurance policy. This factor is calculated from accident rate assuming all
cars on the road are in corresponding levels and frequencies of each new risk. Those rates are in
Appendix A.

Table 4.3

Accident rate factoradj reflects ratio of accident rate of autonomous vehicles with that of
traditional vehicles considering market share of different levels on vehicles on road. No matter
what car you are driving, the more vehicles of higher level of automation on road, the less
chance you will be hit by another vehicle.

Table 4.4

Sales rate means the additional increasing rate of exposures of new policies because being the
first company to launch autonomous vehicle insurance policy can attract more customers. We
also use this rate as the additional decreasing rate of exposures of old policies if we do not launch
the new one. This is because we could lose our own customers if other insurance companies start
to realize the business opportunity of autonomous vehicle insurance. In our model, the sales rate
is 10%, but we also show the sensitive analysis of this rate in later sections.
4.2.3 Commercial Autonomous Vehicle Insurance Policy Pure Premium
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Table 4.5

4.2.4 Personal Autonomous Vehicle Insurance Policy Pure Premium
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Table 4.6

10 Year Forecast

5.1 Exposures of New Policy vs. Traditional Policy
We expect gradual shift of Safelife’s traditional vehicle market to autonomous vehicle market.
Based on our 10-year forecast, we will have an increasing amount of autonomous vehicles
insurance clients, from 814,500 exposures in 2020 to 4,244,000 exposures in 2029. In respect of
traditional vehicles, we predict exposures will be a decreasing condition. It starts at
1,279,000 exposures in 2020 and drops to 0 exposure in 2029 if we launch the new policy.

Figure 5.1

5.2 Pure Premium Forecast
By the huge number of risk classes shares the same trend of pure premium, we can choose one
class as an example. The figure below is the pure premium trend over 10 years for commercial
medium sized vehicles. As expected, autonomous vehicles have lower pure premium that
increases at a slower rate compared to traditional vehicles.
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Figure 5.2

5.3 Total Premium Forecast
Without launching autonomous vehicle insurance policy, the company might retain the previous
clients but in decreasing manor. When other insurance companies launch this profitable policy,
we might expect a huge loss of our own customers. By launching the new policy, we can retain
our own clients and attract other customers at the same time. The significant amount of potential
revenue exists once we launch the new policy.

Figure 5.3

Sensitive Analysis

6.1 Change of Market Share Prediction
The new policy account achieves to 20 to 25 percent of overall business is our management’s
goal by 2030. According to our previous analysis for market trend, we will exceed our
expectations for the market share prediction. To be conservative, we can change our business
distribution by changing market share assumption, because we assume our client distribution is
the same as market share. From the histogram below, we can tell that there is a positive
correlation between the market share and the total premium. However, lowering the number of
autonomous vehicles on road, there is a huge decrease on the total premium. By summing up
pure premiums of different classes, we can see that the pure premium is weakly affected by
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adjusting the autonomous vehicle ratio to 25% for both personal and commercial vehicles. There
are only 2% difference for pure premiums.

Figure 6.1

6.2 Increasing Rate Variation
By changing the company’s predictive Autonomous Vehicles increasing rates, we can see a
positive relationship between potential revenue and the increasing rates from both personal and
commercial usage of vehicles. For example, if we change the AV increasing rate of 10% to 5%,
we can see a decreasing potential revenue from the commercial total premium plot compared to
the 10% increasing rate plot. The same pattern applies to the personal vehicles as well, we can
see from the following plots.
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Figure 6.2

6.3 Change of accident rate and new risk factors
We test the effect of accident rates on the pure premium by assuming that those rates of level 1 5 are underestimated. We first increase the accident rates by 10%. After that, we test the scenario
when the actual rates are lower by dropping them by 10%. We conclude that there is a positive
correlation between the accident rate and the pure premium. Increasing of accident results in 5%
increase of pure premium of personal vehicles and 6% increase of pure premium of commercial
vehicles. Result charts are given below.

Figure 6.3

We also test the effect of accident rates on pure premium by increasing each new risk factor by
5% and dropping it by 5%. We end up with the same conclusion as changing accident rates. A
positive correlation can describe the effect of risk factors on pure premium. We expect a 0.5%
change on pure premium if we change 5% of accident rates.
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Figure 6.4

Limitations

7.1 Laws and Regulation Limitations
In a car crashes involving autonomous vehicles, a plaintiff may have three options to pursue:
 Company that created the finished autonomous vehicle: The original manufacturer of a
vehicle converted by a third party into an AV is not liable for injury due to an alleged
vehicle defect caused by the conversion of the vehicle, or by equipment installed by the
converter, unless the alleged defect was present in the vehicle as originally manufactured.
 Operator of the vehicle: An operator is defined as a person who causes the autonomous
technology to engage, regardless of whether the person is in vehicle. The viability of a
claim against operator will be determined based on the level of autonomy. For instance, if
the autonomous technology allows the passenger to cede full control of the vehicle, then
the passenger will likely not be found to be at fault for a crash caused by the technology.
 Car manufacturer: with this option, a plaintiff will need to determine whether the
manufacturer had a part in installing autonomous technology into the vehicle. States such
as Florida, however, are providing protection by limiting product liability for
manufacturers.

7.2 Model Limitations
Since the autonomous vehicle insurance policy is lacking in the market, calculations are based on
our assumptions. We assume that there is no historical data about autonomous vehicles; the
penetration of autonomous vehicles may not be as fast as we expected; or autonomous vehicles
will be much safer than traditional vehicles, etc. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the actuarial
department to adjust assumptions according to the actual sales and market conditions in each
year.
Due to the need of 10-year prediction and huge number of risk classes, the regression method
can effectively obtain the predicted values. If we have enough time, we will be able to use the
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loss trend to come up with the pure premium, and to adjust the estimated pure premium with
credibility.
According to the current regulations of the insurance industry, the manufacturer is not
responsible for any losses caused by the technical problem in the self-driving mode. Therefore,
the insurance company needs to cover all responsibilities. The future legal provisions may have a
more comprehensive interpretation of the self-driving cars; hence, our model may change in the
future depending on the policy changes.
Conclusion

With all the reach and analysis done above, in order to improve our model and adjust to the
changing market in the future, we came up with a few suggestions to the CEO:
1. Consider developing a new type of insurance product for manufacturers of autonomous
vehicles to protect them against lawsuit of accident resulting from causes like vehicle software
dysfunction. It is easier for insurance companies to define the party at fault if it is specified in the
future regulations.
2. Consider transferring our existing customers to new autonomous vehicle policy once the
product is launched, and return any excess premiums to them.
Despite public doubts and fears toward autonomous vehicles, self-driving cars are imminent. The
new technology may not end the traditional auto insurance, but rather change it into a different
form.
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Appendix

Appendix A-Other Factors
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Appendix B-Code
B-1 Season Analysis
Season.Number <- read.delim("C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA Challenge/Season-Number.txt")
library(ggplot2)
ggplot(Season.Number,aes(x=Time,y=Bodily.Injury,group=1))+geom_line(color = "#00AFBB",
size = 2)
Class=rep(c("LMA","LMH","LML","LSA","LSH","LSL","LYA","LYH","LYL","MMA","MM
H","MML","MSA","MSH","MSL",
"MYA","MYH","MYL","SMA","SMH","SML","SSA","SSH","SSL","SYA","SYH","S
YL"),each=5)
Level=rep(c(1,2,3,4,5),times=27)
autonomousframe=data.frame(Class,Level)
write_csv(autonomousframe, path = "C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA
Challenge/Autonomous_frame.csv")
B-2 Commercial using vehicle size
Commercial_VSize <- read.delim("C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA
Challenge/Commercial_VSize.txt")
CommercialModel=lm(Exposures ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel)
CommercialModel1<- lm(BodilyInjury1 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel1)
CommercialModel2<- lm(PropertyDamage1 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel2)
CommercialModel3<- lm(Comprehensive1 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel3)
##R-square is small. Then let comprehensive as average.
CommercialModel4<- lm(Collision1 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel4)
CommercialModel5<- lm(PersonalInjury1 ~ Year + Vsize ,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel5)
##Year and VSize are not significant here. Average as well.
CommercialModel6<- lm(BodilyInjury2 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel6)
CommercialModel7<- lm(PropertyDamage2 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel7)
CommercialModel8<- lm(Comprehensive2 ~ Year+Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel8)
##But we see a inceasing trend of severity in recent 5 years. Then we only use recend five year
data to analyze.
Comprehensive=Commercial_VSize[c(16:30),]
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CommercialModel8<- lm(Comprehensive2 ~ Year,data = Comprehensive)
summary(CommercialModel8)
CommercialModel9<- lm(Collision2 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel9)
CommercialModel10<- lm(PersonalInjury2 ~ Year + Vsize,data = Commercial_VSize)
summary(CommercialModel10)
Year=rep(2022:2035,each=3)
Vsize=rep(c("L","M","S"),times=14)
prediction_frame=data.frame(Year,Vsize)
prediction_frame$Exposures=predict(CommercialModel,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$BodilyInjury1=predict(CommercialModel1,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$PropertyDamage1=predict(CommercialModel2,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$Comprehensive1=predict(CommercialModel3,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$Collision1=predict(CommercialModel4,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$PersonalInjury1=predict(CommercialModel5,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$BodilyInjury2=predict(CommercialModel6,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$PropertyDamage2=predict(CommercialModel7,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$Comprehensive2=predict(CommercialModel8,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$Collision2=predict(CommercialModel9,prediction_frame)
prediction_frame$PersonalInjury2=predict(CommercialModel10,prediction_frame)
library("readr")
write_csv(prediction_frame, path = "C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA
Challenge/Commercial_prediction_Vsize.csv")
B-3 Fit market Share of Commercial and Personal
ComPer <- read.delim("C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA Challenge/Com_VS_Per.txt")
ComPerModel1=lm(Vehicles_n~Year,data=ComPer)
summary(ComPerModel1)
ComPerModel2=lm(Com_Share~Year,data=ComPer)
summary(ComPerModel2)
ComPerModel3=lm(Per_Share~Year,data=ComPer)
summary(ComPerModel3)
Year=rep(2020:2035)
ShareFrame=data.frame(Year)
ShareFrame$Com_Share=predict(ComPerModel2,ShareFrame)
ShareFrame$Per_Share=predict(ComPerModel3,ShareFrame)
library("readr")
write_csv(ShareFrame, path = "C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA Challenge/Share.csv")
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B-4 Analyze Personal Data
POrig <- read.delim("C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA Challenge/Personal_Orig.txt")
Per_exp=lm(Exposures ~ Year + Vsize+Age+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(Per_exp)
per1<- lm(BodilyInjury1 ~ Vsize+Age+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per1)
per2<- lm(PropertyDamage1 ~ Vsize+Age+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per2)
per3<- lm(Comprehensive1 ~ RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per3)
##Didn't find one model good for predicting the comprehensive frequency, we will use last year's
frequency as a prediction.
per4<- lm(Collision1 ~ Year+Vsize+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per4)
per5<- lm(PersonalInjury1 ~ Vsize,data = POrig)
summary(per5)
##Didn't find one model good for predicting the comprehensive frequency, we will use last year's
frequency as a prediction.
per6<- lm(BodilyInjury2 ~ Year + Vsize+Age,data = POrig)
summary(per6)
per7<- lm(PropertyDamage2 ~ Year+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per7)
per8<- lm(Comprehensive2 ~ Year+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per8)
per9<- lm(Collision2 ~ Year+Age+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per9)
per10<- lm(PersonalInjury2 ~ Year + Vsize+RiskL,data = POrig)
summary(per10)
Year=rep(2020:2035,each=27)
Vsize=rep(c("L","M","S"),each=9,times=16)
Age=rep(c("M","S","Y"),each=3,times=48)
RiskL=rep(c("A","H","L"),times=144)
p_frame=data.frame(Year,Vsize,Age,RiskL)
p_frame$Exposures=predict(Per_exp,p_frame)
p_frame$BodilyInjury1=predict(per1,p_frame)
p_frame$PropertyDamage1=predict(per2,p_frame)
p_frame$Comprehensive1=predict(per3,p_frame)
p_frame$Collision1=predict(per4,p_frame)
p_frame$PersonalInjury1=predict(per5,p_frame)
p_frame$BodilyInjury2=predict(per6,p_frame)
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p_frame$PropertyDamage2=predict(per7,p_frame)
p_frame$Comprehensive2=predict(per8,p_frame)
p_frame$Collision2=predict(per9,p_frame)
p_frame$PersonalInjury2=predict(per10,p_frame)
library("readr")
write_csv(p_frame, path = "C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA Challenge/PersonalPre.csv")
B-5 New Personal in 2022
Year=rep(2020:2035,each=135)
Vsize=rep(c("L","M","S"),each=45,times=16)
Age=rep(c("M","S","Y"),each=15,times=48)
RiskL=rep(c("A","H","L"),each=5,times=144)
Level=rep(1:5,times=432)
p_frame=data.frame(Year,Vsize,Age,RiskL,Level)
library("readr")
write_csv(p_frame, path = "C:/Users/Vanora/Desktop/SOA Challenge/Personal2022.csv")
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